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ABSTRACT 
Imaging observations in the U band of eight radio galaxies are presented. We find no optical counter- 
part to the radio jets. For the three radio galaxies 3C 147, 3C 279, and 3C 433, we show that the radio to 
optical spectral index of the jet is significantly higher than the typical values found in the three best- 
known optical jets (M87, 3C 273, and 3C 66B). We conclude that the cutoff frequencies are lower than 
1014 Hz in these cases. For the 3C 31 jet, our data are consistent with the radio to optical spectral index 
being comparable to the typical values. This result is in contradiction with the detection of the optical 
jet in the B band by Butcher et al (1980). Finally, the lower limit on the radio to optical spectral index 
we obtain for the four other radio jets of our sample is still consistent with the typical values. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Extragalactic optical jets combine several observational 
charactertistics that make a good physical understanding of 
their nature rather difficult. These jets are rare, faint, rela- 
tively small, often embedded in the stellar background of the 
parent galaxy (Miley 1980; Nieto 1983). In addition, the 
physics governing the propagation and the radiation of the 
jets is very complicated, so that very detailed observations 
are required to constrain the models. 
The best information available on optical jets comes essen- 
tially from the jet in M87 which is nearby and thus quite 
bright (de Vaucouleurs & Nieto 1979; Nieto & Lelièvre 
1982; Keel 1988; Pérez-Fournon etal 1988; Fraix-Burnet c/ 
al 1989a). Two other optical jets, in 3C 273 and 3C 66B, are 
now known to be of the same nature as the jet of M87: They 
are the optical counterparts of the radio jets and their polar- 
ized emission is best explained by synchrotron radiation 
from an electron plasma (Fraix-Burnet & Nieto 1988; Scar- 
rott & Warren-Smith 1987; Fraix-Burnet etal 1989c). Still 
more recently, the optical emission from the jet in PKS0521- 
36 has been found to be polarized as well (Sparks et al 
1990 ), making this jet very probably the fourth known extra- 
'Observations were made at the CFH Telescope, operated by the National 
Council of Canada, the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique of 
France and the University of Hawaii, and at the 3.6 m telescope of the 
European Southern Observatory at La Silla, Chile. 
2Now at the Space Telescope Science Institute. Affiliated to the Astrophys- 
ics Division, Space Science Department, European Space Agency. 
3Affiliated to the Astrophysics Division, Space Science Department, Euro- 
pean Space Agency. 
galactic optical synchrotron jet. From these results on 3C 
273 and 3C 66B together with the known properties of the 
M87 jet, it can be concluded (Fraix-Burnet 1989) that the 
optical emission from jets is the continuation of their radio 
synchrotron spectrum. The shapes of the optical spectra of 
these three jets (Keel 1988; Fraix-Burnet & Nieto 1988; 
Heavens & Meisenheimer 1987; Fraix-Burnet etal, in prep- 
aration) clearly show the presence of a cutoff at about 1015 
Hz. This seems to be also the case in PKS0521-36 (Keel 
1986; Cayatte & Sol 1987). The very existence of optical 
synchrotron emission implies that the electrons responsible 
for this emission must be reaccelerated inside the jet because 
their lifetime is much too short. The cutoff frequency corre- 
sponds to the maximum energy that an electron can reach in 
the reacceleration process, and it is defined by the energy 
balance between the gain due to this process and the synch- 
rotron losses (Fritz 1989; Fraix-Burnet & Pelletier 1990). 
The very small number of optical counterparts to radio jets is 
very probably due to the cutoff frequency being in general 
^ 1014 Hz (see Sec. 4). The question that arises is whether 
the few known optical jets belong to the tail of the distribu- 
tion of cutoff frequencies among radio jets, or if they are well 
separated from this distribution. 
If the first hypothesis is correct, then we should detect 
more and more optical jets at fainter and fainter levels. Sev- 
eral attempts have already been made to find out new candi- 
dates but with little success ( Butcher eí ¿z/. 1980; Keel 1988). 
In the present study, we search for optical counterparts in 
the U band. This band was preferred because the stellar 
background of the parent galaxy is the weakest and the con- 
trast between a jet of the M87 jet type (with a similar cutoff 
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frequency) and the parent galaxy the largest. We used the 
Photon Counting Detector Camera, prototype of the Faint 
Object Camera for the Space Telescope (di Serego Alighieri 
et al. 1985) at the CFH and ESO 3.6 m telescopes. This 
detector is sensitive in the C/band and well adapted for obser- 
vations of jets expected to be very faint at those wavelengths. 
One outstanding result obtained in this way is the detailed 
structure of the optical jet in 3C 66B (Fraix-Burnet et al. 
1989b, hereafter referred to as Paper 1 ). 
In this paper, we present results on 3C 31, 3C 120, 3C 147, 
3C 270, 3C 279, 3C 433, 3C 449 and Pictor A. Section 2 
presents the observations and reduction procedures, and the 
results are described in Sec. 3. General conclusions are dis- 
cussed in Sec. 4. 
2. OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
The observations were made during good photometric 
nights with good and very good seeing. The 512x512 format 
of the Photon Counting Detector Camera was used and the 
pixel size is 0.155". The ESO data have been rebinned to a 
pixel size of 0.31". Details of the observational data are given 
in Table 1. The filter UG1 corresponds to the C/band and the 
filter SW450 corresponds to the B band. 
The reduction procedure was performed at Observatoire 
Midi-Pyrénées for the CFH data and at the Space Telescope 
Science Institute for the ESO data. Geometric distortion was 
corrected in the same way as in Paper 1 (described in Nieto 
et al. 1986) for the CFH data, and with the stsdas software 
for the ESO data. Since the data rate is well within the linear 
range of the detector (except for some stellarlike objects) 
there is no need to make any correction to the intensity trans- 
fer function (Llebaria et al. 1986). After sky flatfielding, the 
intensities were calibrated using the standard stars Feige 24, 
LB 1240 (Oke, 1974), LTT 6248 (Stone & Baldwin 1983), 
and LDS 749B (Strom 1977). The galactic stellar back- 
grounds were removed using software packages developed 
by Prugniel ( 1989) for the CFH data (see Paper 1 ) and by 
Sparks et al. ( 1985; see also Sparks et al. 1988) for the ESO 
data. In both procedures, an elliptical model is fit to the 
galaxy and subtracted from the original image. Any nonel- 
liptical residual, such as a jet, is thus made more conspicious. 
3. RESULTS 
We report in Table 1 the FWHM of the point-spread func- 
tions, measured on stars of the field, and the noise (cr per 
pixel) of the data, estimated from different regions of the 
images. We also derive a lower limit (Table 1 ) of the radio to 
optical (U or B) spectral index [arad_0pt = — log(Sopt/ 
*$rad )/log(vopt/vrad ) ] from the published radio data and 
from the measurement of the surface brightness of our data 
down to a 1er level. The effect of the Galactic extinction 
(Am) on this parameter is weak (Aarad_opt 5 Am/ 
10<0.1), so that we disregard it in general. We use this 
lower limit on arad _ opt as a criterion to determine the reason 
for the nondetection: a sensitivity limitation or a physical 
property of the jet. For this purpose, we compare the value 
derived above with the radio to optical spectral indices found 
in the three well-known optical jets. These values are 
«rad-opt = 0.7, 0.8 - 1.1, and 0.7 - 0.9 for M87, 3C 273, 
and 3C 66B, respectively (Smith etal. 1983; Fraix-Burnet & 
Nieto 1988; Paper 1 ) with error bars typically less than 0.1. 
Keel ( 1986) quotes arad-opt = 0.76 for the jet of PKS0521- 
36, well in the range found in the three other optical jets. 
Note that arad_0pt is 0.8 — 0.9 in 3C 273 if we exclude the 
knot called “hot spot.” This knot is the brightest and most 
external radio knot. Its real nature is probably more like a 
hot spot (where the jet is disrupted) than like a knot in the jet 
(where the jet is probably recollimated; see Fraix-Burnet et 
al. 1989d). This is supported by the study of spectra of radio 
hot spots ( Meisenheimer etal. 1989) where out of four such 
objects detected in optical, three have arad_0pt ^ 105, the 
other one being the Pictor A hot spot with arad_oPt ^0.85. 
We will thus consider that arad _ opt is typically between 0.7 
and 0.9 in extragalactic jets with optical counterparts. We 
describe now the results on individual galaxies. 
3.1 3C 31 
This radio galaxy is a well-known edge-darkened double 
source with two strong jets (Burch 1977 ). It is a galaxy clas- 
sified as SO (NGC 383; Arp 1968) with a companion 
(NGC382) at 33" to the SE. The optical counterpart of the 
NW radio jet has been detected by Butcher et al. (1980). 
They found that the jet extends to about 5" ( ^ 1.6 kpc with 
H0 = 15 km s“1 Mpc-1) from the center and a 3" radius 
dust ring encircling the nucleus enhances the difficulty in 
detecting this jet. They gave an integrated flux density of 6.2 
juJy (B = 22.1), i.e., 1.5 times fainter than the jet of 3C 66B. 
However Keel ( 1988 ) did not detect the jet of 3C 31 in the B 
and F bands and estimated it to be at least four times fainter 
than the jet of 3C 66B. 
Table 1. Observation of data and lower limit of the radio to optical spectral index (see text). 
Source Tel. Date 
Filter À/AÀ Exp. (min) FWHM n 
a (nJy/px) 
3C 31 
3C 120 
3C 147 
3C 270 
3C 279 
3C 433 
3C 449 
Pic A 
CFH 
CFH 
CFH 
CFH 
ESO 
ESO 
ESO 
ESO 
CFH 
CFH 
CFH 
CFH 
CFH 
ESO 
ESO 
15 October 1984 
21 October 1984 
16 October 1984 
20 October 1984 
18 April 1985 
18 April 1985 
16 April 1985 
16 April 1985 
21 October 1984 
21 October 1984 
15 October 1984 
15 October 1984 
15 October 1984 
19 April 1985 
19 April 1985 
3450/400 
UG1 
3350/200 
SW 450 
3450/400 
3450/400 
UG1 
UG1 
UG1 
UG1 
3450/400 
3800/30 
4100/200 
4861/100 
5190/40 
33 
28 
17 
33 
30 
30 
30 
30 
33 
33 
50 
40 
10 
20 
30 
0.7 
0.8 
0.6 
0.8 
1.5 
1.5 
1.4 
1.4 
0.6 
0.6 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.4 
1.3 
12 
6 
65 
16 
23 
25 
8 
8 
4 
4 
7 
30 
160 
160 
300 
0.8 
0.7 
1.3 
0.3 
1.1 
1.0 
0.6 
0.3 
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To remove the dust ring, Butcher et al ( 1980) assumed 
that it is symmetric and used the fact that its axes of symme- 
try are coincident with those of the galaxy to compare point 
by point the original image with a mirror image taken about 
the galaxy’s symmetry axis. The iterative technique that we 
used to model the stellar background of the galaxy (see Pa- 
per 1 ) partly subtracts the dust ring because of its elliptical 
shape. It can be seen on our resulting broadband image 
through a UG1 filter [Fig. 1(a)] that this dust ring has 
nearly disappeared, so that the jet should be readily seen on 
the subtracted image. 
Nevertheless, there is no evidence for any jet in the result- 
ing image. Guided by the description by Butcher et al. 
( 1980), we assume that the surface area of the jet could be 
about 5 arcsec2. We thus derive an upper limit {2a, see Table 
1) to the integrated U flux density of about 2.4 ¿¿Jy 
( 22.2 ), so that the spectral index between the B ( as mea- 
sured by Butcher et al. 1980) and the U bands should be 
^ 4.7. For comparison, this spectral index is 1.61, 0.50, and 
1.70 in 3C 66B, 3C 273, and M87, respectively (Paper 1; 
Fraix-Burnet & Nieto 1988; Kinman etal. 1974). The spec- 
trum in the B — U range would thus be much steeper in the 
3C 31 jet than in the other three ones. We conclude that the 
optical emission from this radio jet needs to be confirmed by 
more sensitive observations in both B and U bands because 
our lower limit on arad _ opt (0.8 estimated from Fomalont et 
al. 1980) cannot rule out a sensitivity limitation in the U 
band, whereas the intensity found by Butcher et al. (1980) 
yields arad-opt —0.6 significantly below the values in other 
optical jets («rad _opt ^0.7 - 0.9). 
We find a rather obvious elongated feature in the elliptical 
companion galaxy NGC 382. It points from the center of the 
galaxy toward the SW in the direction opposite to 3C 31. The 
subtraction of the galaxy background reveals that it extends 
from about 2" to 4" (0.6 to 1.3 kpc) from the center and is 
about 1" thick [Fig. 1(b)]. Since no radio counterpart is 
present (Burch 1977, 1979; Fomalont er a/. 1980), we con- 
clude that it is very probably a region of ionized gas. Multi- 
band observations of this structure will be presented in a 
subsequent paper. 
3.2 3C120 
This galaxy has been extensively studied for its many dif- 
ferent characteristics, such as superluminal VLBI motions 
or optical filaments (Lelièvre 1976; Wlérick et al. 1979; 
Wlérick etal. 1981; Balick etal. 1982; Arp 1987; Hansen et 
al. 1987; Rudy et al. 1987; Walker et al. 1987; Moles et al. 
1988; Walker era/. 1988). Its radio structure is very interest- 
ing because the jet is seen on scales ranging from 0.5 pc to 400 
kpc (Walker et al. 1987) and the direction of propagation 
rotates by nearly 180° between the two extreme scales. Wlér- 
ick er a/. (1981) and Arp (1987) noticed “jetlike” features at 
optical wavelengths that do not coincide with the radio jet, 
but they are most probably ionized regions (Walker et al. 
1987; Moles et al. 1988). Soubeyran et al. (1989) showed 
indeed that one condensation of these features is ionized and 
superposed on a radio knot of the jet, and that another one, a 
continuum knot, is just north of it. However, they did not 
detect any polarization, so that the relation of this contin- 
uum knot with the radio jet is uncertain. 
Our single image, although of short exposure time, shows 
a saturated core which illustrates the fact that the core is 
extremely bright in the i/band. The rest of the exposure, of 
much lower surface brightness, is consequently noise limit- 
ed. From Walker et al. (1987), we derive «rad-opt >0-7 
which confirms the fact that we could still be limited by the 
detection level of our data to detect any optical ( U) counter- 
part of the radio jet. 
Fig. 1. (a) 3C 31 after subtraction of an elliptical model of the galaxy. The frame is 23" X16". (b) NGC 382 after subtraction of an elliptical model 
of the galaxy. The frame is 6.5" X 7.5". 
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3.3 3C147 
o The jet of this strong radio source presents the particular- 
ity of having a curved extension toward the NE at the few 
arcsec scale (van Breugel et al. 1984; Wilkinson et al. 1984; 
Pearson et al. 1985; Akujor et al. 1990), whereas the VLBI 
jet is at the opposite direction (Readhead et al. 1980). The 
optical counterpart of this radio source has been identified as 
a quasar by Laing et al. ( 1983) oí V= 16.9 at a redshift of 
0.545. 
No hint for any optical jet is present. No optical counter- 
part of the NE radio extension can be seen either. The limit 
onarad_opt (1.3 from Pearson et al 1985) can be lowered if 
we take into account both galactic reddening and redshift. 
However, we already noticed in Sec. 1 that the first effect 
induces a difference in arad-oPt of less than 0.1 and we can 
show that a redshift of0.545 induces a difference of the same 
amount. In spite of these two effects, the lower limit on 
arad-opt is stiU significantly larger than 0.9, indicating that 
the cutoff frequency is lower than about 1014 Hz. 
3.4 3C 270 
This double-lobe radio galaxy has a EW jet (Pfleiderer et 
al. 1980). The optical morphology is smoothly elliptical and 
the subtraction of the model leaves no feature at all. Since the 
radio jet is relatively weak, the lower limit derived for 
arad - opt is not informative, it simply shows that optical ob- 
servations more sensitive by 4 mag are needed. 
3.5 3C279 
The observations by de Pater & Perley ( 1983) show that 
the radio jet, oriented SW (P.A. = 206°), has 4 knots. The 
radio source is rather compact at optical wavelengths, and it 
can be seen on the subtracted image (Fig. 2 [Plate 3] ) that 
no jet is present. Since we derive a^-opt > 1.1, the cutoff 
frequency of this jet is certainly lower than 1014 Hz. There is 
also a structure of about 2" long oriented NW-SE, i.e., per- 
pendicular to the radio jet, but it could be an artifact of the 
data reduction technique. 
3.63C433 
This radio source looks a bit complex because the north- 
ern jet is rather straight and has four well-defined knots, 
whereas the southern jet is extended without any obvious 
individual components. This galaxy has been investigated at 
optical wavelengths by van Breugel et al. (1983). They 
found no optical jet down to the B magnitude of 22.6 (3.6 
//Jy) but with a poor seeing (2.5" ). 
Because of the presence of a companion at about 9" NE 
{Fig. 3(a) [Plate 4]}, we had to model both galaxies iterati- 
vely. Note that there is a saturated foreground star NW of 
the galaxy which however does not affect the data on the rest 
of the frame. The result is shown on Fig. 3(b). While both 
our resolution and sensitivity are better than those of van 
Breugel et al. ( 1983), no jet can be seen. There is a knot at 
about 19" N from the nucleus of 3C 433, whereas van Breu- 
gel et al. ( 1983) detected one such knot at 12" N from the 
nucleus. The knot that we find is well west of the radio jet. In 
addition, there is an interesting knot at about 6" SE of the 
nucleus which had not been detected previously. This knot is 
exactly on the NE side of the radio knot G (see van Breugel 
etal. 1983) but we cannot determine the relation of this knot 
to the radio jet (optical counterpart, star forming region, or 
ionized region) with existing data. Taking the radio surface 
brightness of knot G, we derive also arad_opt > 1.0, which 
implies a cutoff frequency very probably lower than 1014 Hz. 
3.7 3C 449 
The two jets of this radio source are straight and symmet- 
ric (Perley et al. 1979). Butcher et al. (1980) investigated 
this SO galaxy and found no optical counterpart. After re- 
moving the galactic background (Fig. 4), a complex struc- 
ture appears at the center of the galaxy. This structure is very 
probably the “tilted ring of absorbing matter encircling the 
nucleus” (position angle of the major axis = 135°, radi- 
us = 2" ) reported by Butcher et al. ( 1980), and which has 
been partly removed by our procedure. However, we do not 
see any optical counterpart of the radio jets, and the lower 
limit on arad_opt shows that our data are noise limited. In 
Fig. 4. 3C 449 after subtraction of the galaxy in two filters: 3450/400 (a) and 4100/200 (b). The three knots referred to in the text are arrowed. The scale of 
the frame is given by the separation between the arrowed points, which is 1.2". 
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addition, we find three knots located at 1.2, 2.4, 3.6" from 
the center of the galaxy and at P. A. = 4, 23, and 34°, respec- 
tively (the radio jet has P.A.-¿9°, from Hardee 1981). It is 
however difficult with present data to be more specific about 
these three knots, except that they are aligned, but not with 
the center of the galaxy. They could be of the same kind as 
the two Í7blobs found on the side of the 3C 66B jet (Paper 
1). 
3.8 Pic tor A 
This strong double-lobed radio source is oriented EW 
(Christiansen et al. 1977). Hansen et al. (1987) found that 
the Ha emission is concentrated toward the center of the 
galaxy. They also marginally detected two filaments in 
Ha + N ii. 
The optical galaxy is not very extended in our data. We 
subtracted an elliptical model on a broadband image [Fig. 
5 (a) ] of this galaxy. No jet is seen but this is certainly due to 
the low signal-to-noise ratio reached for this galaxy, as con- 
firmed by the lower limit on arad _ opt of 0.3 (from Christian- 
sen et al. 1977). The original narrowband ( [O m] 5007 A) 
image already shows the two filaments, and the continuum- 
subtracted image does not reveal more details than that pre- 
sented in Fig. 5(b) where an elliptical model has been sub- 
tracted. The two filaments, about 8" long, form a “V” whose 
intersection is not at the center of the galaxy. Because these 
filaments are not detected on the broadband image, we de- 
duce that they have a relatively strong [O m] line and we 
find an integrated flux densities in the [Om] line of 
0.42 + 0.05 and 0.23 + 0.03 ¿Jy. 
We find no evidence for a knot situated ^5" to the NW 
that has been found to be a strong emitter in the [O m] line 
by Baldwin & Campusano (as reported by Carswell et al. 
1984) and detected in Ha + N n by Hansen et al. ( 1987). 
We estimate that this knot is at least three times weaker in 
[O in] than in Ha + N n. 
4. CONCLUSION 
This study shows that the number of optical counterparts 
of radio jets is decidedly low, and that carrying out observa- 
tions in the i/band to increase the jet/galaxy contrast appar- 
ently does not help very much. For most of the galaxies of 
our sample, the lower limit on the radio to optical spectral 
index remains consistent with the typical values for extraga- 
lactic optical jets (0.7-0.9 in M87, 3C 273, and 3C 66B). If 
this is the case, this implies that our data are noise limited in 
these cases. In other words, the integration time necessary to 
reach significant values must be about 40 times longer than 
those used for telescopes of similar sizes. Since this is strictly 
inapplicable, such a problem may be envisaged with larger 
telescopes ( VLT). But for two galaxies ( 3C147 and 3C 279 ) 
and also very probably for 3C 433, arad_opt is significantly 
higher than the typical values. This indicates that the spectra 
of these radio jets have a different behavior at least at optical 
{Bov U) wavelengths. 
Because the radio indices are not very different amongst 
radio jets (40% fall between 0.6 and 0.7 and more than 90% 
are between 0.5 and 0.9, Bridle & Perley, 1984 ), and because 
the cutoff frequency depends critically on characteristics of 
the magnetic turbulence in the first-order Fermi-type accel- 
eration mechanism (Fritz 1989; Fraix-Burnet & Pelletier 
1990), we conclude that the cutoff frequency is the only pa- 
Fig. 5. (a) Pictor A through the 4861/100 filter (continuum) and (b) Pictor A through the 5190/40 filter (O m) after subtraction of the galaxy. Note the 
“V” structure to the SW of the center of Pictor A. The frames are 31.0" X 52.7". 
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rameter that makes a jet visible at optical wavelengths and 
that makes arad _ opt vary from one jet to another. Conse- 
quently, this frequency is lower than about 1014 Hz in the jets 
of 3C 147, 3C 279, and 3C 433. Due to the very sharp cutoff 
spectra observed, it is nearly hopeless to look for any Uemis- 
sion from the jets in these galaxies. Our study is thus consis- 
tent with arad _ opt being a good selection criterion to search 
for optical emission from radio jets. A lower limit on this 
parameter can be derived by estimating the detection level of 
the optical observations. If this lower limit is larger than 1, 
then we should be able to detect an optical jet with a cutoff 
frequency larger than a few 1014 Hz. Because of the very 
steep cutoffs in optical jets and because softwares used to 
remove the galactic backgrounds can be very efficient, ob- 
serving at longer wavelengths (like B, F, or R bands) could 
also be worthwhile in cases where the galaxy is not too much 
distorted. 
With existing data it is still impossible to estimate the dis- 
tribution of cutoff frequencies among radio jets. But our 
study clearly shows that we need more sensitive measure- 
ments ( by a factor ^ 100 in the case of 3C 31 for example ) to 
definitively rule out the presence of optical emission from a 
radio jet, like in 3C 147 and 3C 279. In this context, one of 
the main results from the Space Telescope might well not be 
to discover many new optical jets as expected, but conversely 
to reveal that most radio jets do not emit optical radiation. 
An important clue in this respect would be to observe radio 
jets at infrared wavelengths (especially those like 3C 147 and 
3C 279) to establish on a firm basis the distribution of cutoff 
frequencies. 
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PLATE 3 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. 3C 279 before (a) and after (b) subtraction of the galaxy. Note the tiny linear feature (arrowed) at the center of the galaxy. 
The frames are 21.2" X 21.2". 
Fraix-Bumet et al. (see page 91 ) 
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PLATE 4 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. 3C 433 before (a) and after (b) subtraction of the two galaxies, 3C 433 being the most elongated one. The star north of 3C 433 is saturated, yielding 
this strange structure. The scales of the frames are given by the companion galaxy NE which is at about 9" from the center of 3C 433 and by the knot SE 
which is at 6". 
Fraix-Burnet et al. (see page 91 ) 
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